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German Shepherds

Do you think that German Shepherds are dogs that bit people and make a mess? If you said yes, then you are

wrong. They are over protective loving family pets. German shepherds are amazing due to their interesting

history, Adjective appearance, and excitable temperament.

The GSD history is very interesting that you should learn about. First of all, They were created in the 1900's they

were originally supposed to be herd dogs but many others bred them to family pets and police dogs but some are

still herd dogs. Next, the father of the breed was Captain Max Von Stephanitz. According to findfastfacts.org "

The GSD was bred in Germany in the Alastia or Alsace region by Captain Max Von Stephanitz" The GSD's

history is fascinating but the appearance is majestic.

The GSD's appearance is majestic and is very cool to see and feel. My dogs Saber and Saxon who are the normal

colors black and tan are very cool to be by. According to germanshepherdsfacts.com, GSD are usually black and

tan but sometimes they can be white, black, and blue (Who are not blue). Saber who is fat when you pick her up

she feels like she is 60 pounds. German Shepherds can be up to 95 pounds in weight when they grow. Then

Germans Shepherds appearance is beautiful but their temperament is very excitable.

The GSD's temperament is very excitable. According to findfastfacts.org the GSD is very strong and agile.

When



the animal tracks and points to something you can see how big the muscles are. When its running you can see

how fast it is like if it was human it can do 60 laps. The GSD is very good house pet. They are loveable to kids

and protect them during the night like Saber who loves I mean LOVES my dad. The GSD has one fascinating

history, beautiful appearance, and is one exciting dog.
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